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Agenda, Qualitative analysis 

1.     Reasons for Certification 
 
2.     Externality Management 
 
3.     Economic Issues Associated with Certification 
 
 



Reasons for certification 

Externality control 
• Production externalities: deforestation, 

GHG, biodiversity, pollution 
• Consumer/buyer externalities OR 

“conscience-based’ externalities: child 
labor, price exploitation 

• Differences in governance btw countries 
give rise to NGO action 

Externalities are location specific 



Reasons for certification, continued 

Incomplete information: 
•  Lack of transparency of production processes may 

give rise to 3rd party certification if consumers are 
interested in the manner in which a product is 
produced 

Reduced risk of adverse perception 
• Advocacy groups target the largest companies in an 

industry for ‘negative’ production activities 

Value added through consumer willingness to pay 
• Consumers may be willing to pay a premium for 

products produced under specific conditions 



Externality management  

Optimal externality control:  
• Optimal level of externality is not zero. It is 

where the marginal benefit is equal to the 
marginal cost 

• Optimal externality control policies should 
vary by location. They should not be 
generic, but specific. 

 
Existing certification treats this as generic, 
rather adjusting according to location and 
balancing benefits with cost of control 

• Design of externality control should be 
science based and balanced. 



Economic issues associated with 
certification 
*Cer%fica%on	  costs	  depend	  on	  area,	  not	  volume	  
	  
Yield	  effects	  of	  cer%fica%on	  

•  Cer$fica$on	  may	  reduce	  yields	  by	  restric$ng	  certain	  
ac$vi$es	  (e.g.	  applica$on	  of	  chemicals)	  
�  Increases	  cost	  of	  cer$fica$on	  

• Outreach	  ac$vi$es	  may	  run	  parallel	  to	  cer$fica$on	  may	  
increase	  yield	  
�  Reduces	  cost	  of	  cer$fica$on	  per	  tonne	  

•  Cer$fica$on	  may	  be	  associated	  with	  increased	  yields	  by	  
providing	  access	  to	  technology	  and	  new	  knowledge	  
�  Reduces	  cost	  of	  cer$fica$on	  per	  tonne	  
�  Reduces	  cost	  of	  cocoa	  to	  the	  buyer	  



Agenda, Quantitative analysis 

1.     The Grand Scenarios, an overview 
 
2.     The model 
 
3.     Main findings 
 
4.     Data 
 
5.     Conclusion 



The Grand Scenarios, an overview 
Scenario #1: Business-as-usual 
•  Assumes major players of the cocoa industry honor their existing commitments to 

certification until 2020 (total amount of certified cocoa in 2020: 1.5 million tonnes) 
Scenario #2: “Mainstream certification” 
•  50% of cocoa produced will be certified by 2020 (total amount of certified cocoa in 

2020: 2.0 million tonnes)  
 



The model 
Using statistics and economic theory, this model investigates: 
•  How certification impacts price and earnings of farmers (both 

participants and non-participants) and buyers 
•  Impact of and linkages between certification and  of increased 

productivity (and yields) 
•  Volume of certification and its impact on the incremental cost of 

certification 
•  Primary drivers of program costs and benefits 
Uncertainty and randomness 
•  The future is uncertain by definition, but in this case there is an 

added randomness of  
•  Large degree of uncertainty regarding impact of certification on 

productivity  
•  Impact of other parallel and/or independent activities on 

productivity 
•  Heterogeneity across nations 

 



Main findings 
• The introduction of certification will increase the price of 
cocoa, unless it is associated with increased productivity due to 
technological change.  
• Yields are the primary long-term driver of certification costs. If 
the increase of productivity is sufficient, the price of cocoa will 
decline and quantity produced will increase because of 
certification.  
• If certification provides access to yield increasing, certification 
may be self-financing and may induce voluntary participation. 
• Certification that increases productivity, because it confers 
lower costs on participating farmers, will lead to some industry 
restructuring, with higher cost, non-certified farmers exiting 
farming or switching to other crops.  
• From Mars’ perspective, there are optimal levels of certification 
which occurs when the incremental benefit in terms of revenue 
and goodwill is equal to the incremental cost.  
 



Certification costs 

Cost = B*Aβ

B =cons tan t
A = area
β = M arg inal cos t coefficicnt
A =Q / y Q=output y = Yield per Hectare

Cost = B*(Q / y)β

Yield increasereducescos t
NetCost =Cost − ΔP*Q
If certificationincrease productivityit reducesPr ice



Table 1: Global Supply and Demand Trends in Cocoa 
Certification 

*Sourced	  from	  Mars	  



 
Table 2: Quantities of Cocoa Produced by Country 

 
 



 Table 3: Average Global Certification Costs 



 
 Table 4: Country Certification Projections 

Table 5: Estimated Cocoa Certification Costs/Tonne 

*source:	  Alastair	  Child	  



Table 6: Scenario 1 

 
 

	  Note:	  Based	  on	  the	  exis/ng	  commitments	  of	  Mars	  and	  others	  (Ferrero,	  Hershey,	  etc.).	  
Cer/fying	  body’s	  forecasts	  of	  Cer/fied	  Produc/on,	  less	  15%	  double	  coun/ng.	  



Table 7: Scenario 2 

 
 



Subscenarios 
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Subscenarios 
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Table 8 

 
 

! Scenario!

1! Business!as!Usual!

2! Certification!Becomes!Mainstream!

2.1! Scenario!2!with!30%!Productivity!Growth!by!2020,!Certified!

2.2! Scenario!2!with!30%!Productivity!Growth!by!2020,!NonDCertified!

2.3! Scenario!2!with!70%!Productivity!Growth!by!2020,!Certified!

2.4! Scenario!2!with!70%!Productivity!Growth!by!2020,!NonDCertified!

1.01! Scenario!1!with!Program!Scale!Elasticity!=!.01!

2.01! Scenario!2!with!Program!Scale!Elasticity!=!.01!

 



Figure 6: Certification Costs by Country and Scenario, 
2020 
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Figure 4 

 
 



Impact on farmer income 
•  If certification increases yield AND affects price, if the net revenue is greater 
than the cost of compliance, farmers will gain from certification. 
•  If certifiers pay the farmers their compliance costs and the farmer pays for 
inputs such as fertilizer or genetic materials, and these costs are less than the 
added revenue then they gain extra net income. 
•  If the extra net income is very high, then even if the farmers are not paid for 
their certification activities, they will participate voluntarily  

•  In principle, they may even pay to participate, if there are large yield gains. 
•  We have some scenarios that suggest this (e.g. negative cost of 
certification) 

•  If fertilizer and genetic material covers 50-60% of the extra net income, then 
if the farmer gains $500 in extra revenue, they may make $200 in extra net 
income. 
•  We don’t have solid numbers for exact estimates, but if you pay $2000/tonne 
and you get extra 0.5 tonne/hectare, then you may have extra net income of 
$400/hectare.  
 
 



The BIG questions?? 

•  What are the objectives of certification? 
• We do not have clear indicator of who will pay for the yield 
increasing activities 
 
•  It seems reasonable that farmers would pay for fertilizer.  
•  They may also pay for better genetic materials.  
•  But who will pay for extension and training? 

•  Nurseries for genetic material: development of genetic 
material that accommodates varying conditions 

 
 



Conclusions 

• The cost of certification depends on its ability to improve 
productivity; with 70% productivity increases, certification 
could more than pay for itself by 2020; with no productivity 
increase, it could be $343/tonne by 2020 
• Potential cost reductions vary inversely with initial yields, 
i.e. countries with the lowest efficiency levels can reduce 
certification costs the most with yield enhancement  
• Thus yield-enhancing programs can promote economic 
convergence, with the poorest farmers advancing the most 
rapidly in percentage terms. 
• Costs of certifying more remote, less organized farmers 
are expected to increase steeply, but these increases 
cannot be quantified 



“…in the end, sustainable development 
is not a fixed state of harmony, but 
rather a process of change in which 
the exploitation of resources, the 
direction of investments, the 
orientation of technological 
development, and institutional change 
are made consistent with future as well 
as present needs.” 
- The Brundtland Report, 1987 
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